SUPER CHARGING THE SEED ELEMENTS
FOR THE GATEWAY SEED PROJECT OF THE UNIVERSAL GATEWAYS
This is an explanation of how to work with the natural Seed Elements to
prepare them for the Divine Time Vessels and the Seeding Ceremony of the
Universal Gateway, whenever you find an Element that you are guided is
for this sacred work, specifically for the seeding of the Universal Gateway in
the land of Damanhur, Italy, that we intend to build together, as well as the
Australian and Mexican Gateways that have been seeded already.
The most powerful way to Prepare and Activate the Seed Elements will be
via the 3 New Moon Ceremonies in World Wide Link up with members of the
Divine University and the Mamos of the Sierra Nevada de St Marta. For
details see the email, or the Sirius Library website.
This document explains the process of Activating and Charging the Seed
Elements. It may help you to follow the process and prepare all you need
before the New Moon Link ups. If you are unable to join the Live Link ups,
you can register to receive the recording, to do the ceremony in your own
time, as close to the new moon as you are able to.
Register your Seed Element - You will need to register your Name and Seed
Element via the Sirius Library website link – This will enable us to record all
elements that will co-create the Divine Time Vessels. Thank you so much.
https://thesiriuslibrary.com/gateway-seed-project.
PREPARATION OF THE SEED ELEMENT
When you are guided to prepare and charge a natural Seed Element for
the Divine Time Vessels, you are to collect three pieces of the Element –
three elements of the same Element – and keep them together.
Before you charge the Elements you need to prepare 3 little pieces of silk
and three strings to wrap each of the Elements in, plus a little bit bigger silk
with a longer string to wrap the three Elements together. Each little piece of
silk needs to have a little clear mark for either Feminine or Left, Masculine or
Right, Soul or Centre, so you can recognize the pieces easily.
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When you have worked with the Elements once (to charge them), keep silk
around each element and a little string in three circles at all times. Three
rings around the Element create a ring of consecration and protection. So
you bind it with three circles. And then place a little piece of silk around all
three of the Elements to keep them together, wrapped in silk, so they are
not touching each other physically, and bound with another string in three
circles around it.
You will have a little bundle of three little pieces of each Element you are
guided to (seeds, stones…), in silk, bound with a little string in three circles
and you keep them together in a little bundle of silk around it. The silk
creates protection and harnesses the energy, so it doesn’t leak out.
More than one Seed Element
If you collect another Seed Element, you do the same thing with that. You
collect three pieces of that Element. You charge them. Your wrap them.
You keep the bundle in a separate piece of silk.
So you end up with little bundles in silk with three circles of strings.
SUPER CHARGING THE ELEMENTS
Before the Seeding Ceremony, when we do the seeding of the Universal
Gateway and we bring all your bundles with every body else’s together to
put into the Time Vessel, you need to charge each of the elements three
times in a special way.
You’ll be guided to the right place, where you charge the elements. You
charge them with the Divine Forces of the Field of Life.
In the Field of Life, there is the Oneness. There are also the Primary Forces.
We can call this the Holy Trinity. When we are doing this, you are
representing one of the Primary Forces, the Soul, and the other two are the
Masculine and Feminine Principles held in your right and left hand – they
can be called other names, but for now we call it Masculine and Feminine
Principles.
Your Connection to the Suns, the Earth and the Field – your Pillar
It all starts with going inside. You are actually moving the Field of Life. These
energies or Primary Forces are coming straight from the Field into the
Elements.
Before we charge the Elements, we connect our pillars, by sending the
energy from your heart and central pillar into the Earth Core and up to the
Suns. When you are in that state, you would have all felt your state shift a
bit, where your energy felt a shift.
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When you are connected into the Suns and the Earth Core, you always go
into a higher connection, a higher state of consciousness.
When you are in that state, you can charge very easily, because you are
connected through all your chakras, your energy into the Suns and into the
heart of the Mother Earth. Let’s just call that the Pillar or place of
Connection.
When you make the connection first, through this axis into the Earth and the
Suns, and then expand into the Field, you become aware of those Primary
Forces, or you can call on those Forces.
Or you can just start to do your spiritual work that you normally do, because
all spiritual works have a resonance to this to some degree. There are all
different levels of the Oneness, many paths to this, and your own powerful
spiritual work that you do, I am sure you can incorporate into this. No need
to change your spiritual work to incorporate this technique and the
charging of the elements.
Charging with the energy from the Field through spiralling motion in your
hands
Place 2 of the Elements between your thumb and pointer finger and middle
finger of each hand – either at the tips or somewhere – you will naturally
find your place. Between the thumb and these two fingers (pointer and
middle finger) is a very powerful receptive and transmissive energy.
The third Element can sit in your chest region, inside your bra or shirt. Or you
can put it in a pocket, as long as it is on your body. That is the one element
that is making contact with your body when you do the charging process.
1. In your right hand you are drawing in the Masculine Principle of Life,
drawing little circles/spirals with your thumb, pointer finger and middle
finger holding the element – in anticlockwise direction.
2. In the left hand you are drawing in the Feminine Principle of Life, drawing
little circles/spirals with your thumb, pointer finger and middle finger
holding the element – in clockwise direction.
3. At the same time the movement is inside yourself, you are the third
Alchemical Principle, holding the third element on your body or in your
pocket.
The circular movement ends up like this – holding your hands in front of you,
on the left and right, moving the elements in spirals towards each other and
towards yourself.
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The energy comes in and it comes stronger and stronger and stronger from
the Universe and Earth.
You will feel the charge through your whole arms, when the energy from the
whole Field comes in, you’ll feel it as a very strong energy. You’ll feel it build.
The motions may become very strong and fast for a while. Then they calm
and slow down, when the charging is complete.
You are balancing the Masculine and Feminine forces, and the Soul, the
three Primary Forces in all of life as you are doing this, when you are in full
presence with it, when you are in your pillar.
This is a technique that is a little bit like the Arhuaco Mamos in Colombia
work. They do something very similar.
Your Mind during the Charging
At the same time you create the spiralling motions, you can have your mind
in pure stillness, or purely focused on something that is an extraordinary
focus, and you are charging the actual focus of that into these sacred
Elements.
Dropping into the Earth
The more you drop your energy into the Earth, the stronger the charge gets.
While you focus your mind and move the Elements in your hands in the
spiralling motions, you sink down, travel down deep into the Earth. You go
into your larger body of energy then, which sometimes can be as big as the
Earth Mother’s body. You go down, into the planet, you are one with the
planet.
The more you do that, the more powerful you charge the Elements,
because the magnetic forces in the Earth, that part of the divine force,
actually attracts so much high concentration quickly into the actual centre
of the focus – your element.
STORING YOUR SEED ELEMENTS - After the Charge wrap your Elements in the
clearly marked silks to keep them safe and charged
After the charging, it is very important to keep the Elements separate, so
they don’t touch each other, never allow them to physically touch each
other. They can touch through the silk, as the silk allows them to keep the
charge.
Each of the Elements holds a very different charge. This is a very strong
charge of the Masculine Force and a very strong charge of the Feminine
Force, and the third Force is the Soul. You don’t want to alchemically marry
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these forces without a purpose. The purpose is all being held for when we
make the Time Vessels and seed it into the Earth during the Ceremony.
So it is very important you don’t touch the elements together physically,
until the Ceremony. Keep them separate through wrapping them each in
their appropriate silk. Make a clear little mark (L – R – M, or F – M - S) to know
which one is left and right and centre (Feminine/Masculine/Soul) and which
one is the centre (Soul).
Second and Third Charge
You need to charge the Elements three times for each Element, for them to
be prepared well enough to go into the Divine Time Vessels.
If you are guided to get 10 different Elements (3 pieces of each –
Fem/Masc/Soul), you will do 30 processes of charging. If you are guided to
just have 1 element (eg the chestnuts from Matva Sei) you do the charging
process 3 times.
When you charge the Elements again, and when you come to the
ceremony you need to know clearly, which one is the Masculine and
Feminine, and which one is the Soul piece. All wrapped up in silk, so they
don’t touch each other.
To do the second and third charge, you unwrap the Elements in a sacred
place where you are guided to do the charging. While unwrapping, you
keep the Elements separate on their pieces of silk, so you know which piece
is left and right and on your body.
Then you place the Elements on your body and in your left and right hand,
and charge according to the process described above. Let the energy
grow stronger and stronger. The spiral movements may become very fast
for a while and then naturally become still when the charging is complete.
When the charging is complete, you wrap your sacred Elements again in
their appropriate silks, bind them three times and then wrap them all
together in the silk, and bind that again three times.
You can now keep the little silk bundles in a sacred place, for the next
charge or to keep them for the Seeding Ceremony.
Welcoming others to Become Supporters of the Universal Gateways
There may be others who may like to prepare sacred Seed Elements for the
Divine Time Vessels. You can translate this document in Italian or another
language, and you can demonstrate this process.
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Every Seed Element will need to be registered via the Sirius Library website https://thesiriuslibrary.com/gateway-seed-project
We give thanks to each one of you, and to the Primary Forces of the Field of
Life! Thank you so much for your sacred work!
Qala Sri’ama Phoenix
Founder of The Divine University
Lelama Jyumaali Sjamar
International Teacher of the Divine University
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